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About this Report
Information Services Group Inc. is solely responsible for the content of this report.

ISG Provider Lens™ delivers leading-edge and actionable research studies, reports

Unless otherwise cited, all content, including illustrations, research, conclusions,

and consulting services focused on technology and service providers’ strengths and

assertions and positions contained in this report were developed by, and are the sole

weaknesses and how they are positioned relative to their peers in the market. These

property of Information Services Group Inc.

reports provide influential insights accessed by our large pool of advisors who are

The research and analysis presented in this report includes research from the ISG
Provider Lens™ program, ongoing ISG Research programs, interviews with ISG advisors,
briefings with services providers and analysis of publicly available market information
from multiple sources. The data collected for this report represents information that
ISG believes to be current as of November 2021, for providers who actively participated

actively advising outsourcing deals as well as large numbers of ISG enterprise clients
who are potential outsourcers.
For more information about our studies, please email ISGLens@isg-one.com,
call +49 (0) 561-50697537, or visit ISG Provider Lens™ under ISG Provider Lens™.

as well as for providers who did not. ISG recognizes that many mergers and acquisitions
have taken place since that time, but those changes are not reflected in this report.
All revenue references are in U.S. dollars ($US) unless noted.
The lead authors for this report are Richard Marshall, Bruce Guptill and Mrinal Rai. The
editors are Sajina B and John Burnell. The research analysts are Sidhanth Prasad and
Sonam Chawla and the data analyst is Anirban Choudhury. The Quality and Consistency
Advisor is Jim Kane.

ISG Research™ provides subscription research, advisory consulting and executive
event services focused on market trends and disruptive technologies driving change
in business computing. ISG Research™ delivers guidance that helps businesses
accelerate growth and create more value.
For more information about ISG Research™ subscriptions, please email
contact@isg-one.com, call +49 (0) 561-50697537 or visit research.isg-one.com.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Section Name

Executive Summary

U.S. Public Sector Prepares for the Future of Work
After working to ensure business continuity amid the COVID-19 pandemic, U.S. public

significant transformation of organizations, infrastructure and work cultures into digital

sector organizations, including state and municipal governments, public health providers,

business environments.

educational institutions, and non-government organizations (NGOs), are now focusing on
their future workplaces ― how organizations and employees will transition to and succeed
in more digitally capable, hybrid work environments with varying combinations of remote
and in-office presence and activity.

With these developments, U.S. public sector agencies and entities are pursuing stronger
partnerships with IT and business services providers to help them prepare for new ways
of working. This involves support in framing organizational and operational strategy;
assessing organizational and technological maturity for transformation; enabling seamless

While it remains to be seen how many U.S. workers return to traditional, in-office

experience for employees, regardless of location and roles; and supporting significant

workspaces versus work remotely, or do both, what is clear is that the new “normal” work

change in culture, habits, security and infrastructure ― all aspects of the typical workplace.

environment will blend aspects of workers’ pandemic-driven remote and virtual situations

Organizations that fail to accomplish at least the basics of workplace transformation will

with the characteristics of working in a traditional office. For most organizations, the long-

find it increasingly challenging to attract and retain workers.

term goal is to enable a future work environment that optimizes worker experience, while
delivering required productivity in a secure manner. Such an environment will need to be
adaptable to worker role and location changes, variations in work habits, availability and
reliability of technologies and network services, and to rapidly-evolving communication and
collaboration tools and applications.

Future of Work in the U.S. Public Sector
 ISG sees a rapidly-growing interest among U.S. public sector clients in exploring,
enabling, and improving remote and hybrid workforces.
 ISG’s analysis of publicly-available data indicates that an average of 30 to 35 percent of

In short, the future workplace for U.S. public sector workers and their commercial

U.S. public sector and government agency clients use or plan to leverage a managed

counterparts alike will be built on digital IT capabilities and services. This will require

service provider for their IT landscape.
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Executive Summary

 U.S. public sector clients are interested in adopting a flexible and selective engagement

providers are transforming themselves from traditional technology implementation and

model with managed service providers, where they can pick and choose areas to be

managed service providers to cross-industry experts, providing strategy, consulting and

managed by service providers and for co-management.

transformation services. Providers’ consulting service portfolios that usually focus on as-is

 Public sector clients in the U.S. are exploring ways to utilize COVID-19 recovery grants
to invest in IT.
Outlook for the U.S. Public Sector: The global managed service providers are at the
crucial juncture of defining the future strategy. This space was previously dominated by
large-scale IT infrastructure managed service providers that offered technical end-user
computing services. With time, these providers evolved to provide automated issue
resolution and IT vending machine and kiosk services. With the introduction of mobility,
service providers enhanced their capabilities by supporting mobile device and enterprise
mobility management initiatives. With these newly acquired capabilities, they started

state assessment, closely tied with their own implementation services, are now increasingly
defined by their strategy transformation services to prepare both the client workplace and
workforce for the future of work.
As workplace technologies become increasingly business centric, permeating business
functions, line-of-business (LoB) heads get involved in decision-making related to the work
technologies that employees use. The rise in modern low-code/no-code development,
democratization of IT and emphasis on digital dexterity and reskilling have led to a laser
focus on managed services that can enhance and improve the experience of end users and
prepare them for the changing ways of working.

to characterize themselves as “digital workplace service providers.” As these services

Many service providers that were traditionally not strong in the IT infrastructure managed

increasingly started to become end-user-focused, providers started to provide experience

services space, but were considerably more adept at understanding business nuances and

level measurements and develop their XLA strategy.

focused on applications and strategy transformation services, are now increasingly getting

The pandemic has accelerated the shift from traditional end-user computing elements
toward considering work-related technologies as key business enablers that can make
or break employee experience. A high-level employee experience is a key requirement
to ensure a happy and satisfied customer. As enterprises are increasingly considering
technologies and seeking help in designing their employee experience strategy, service

involved in providing these digital workplace or future of work services. It has become a
challenge for traditional end-user computing (EUC) or modern digital workplace service
providers, as they must invest heavily to differentiate their consulting and transformation
abilities. Managed services that include desktop engineering, predictive analytics and
automated service desk are now becoming table stakes. In addition, support for the
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Microsoft 365 environment is becoming commonplace. Providers with diverse strengths

Fig 1

are now competing in the future of work services market with strategy transformation
services at the core, supported by managed workplace services and an overarching focus

Global Future of Work Managed Service Provider Competitive Landscape

on managing employee experience. This has led to the development of a competitive
landscape comprising four different sets of providers as explained in Figure 1.
Developments in user experience measurement approaches extend to, but are not
limited to, applications and device usage. User experience measurement also includes
elements of employee learning, talent management, and leveraging automation and
AI for what many providers and public agencies are beginning to call the “human+”
workforce – something that is challenging for both traditional workplace service providers
and application-focused providers. Hence, the competition to be a leader in the employee
engagement and experience space is intensifying.

Source: ISG
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Introduction
Definition
Simplified illustration

The COVID-19 pandemic has drastically changed the way people work.
The shift to a remote-working model was expected in the coming
years, but the crisis has accelerated its adoption at a significant pace.
Enterprises that have changed their business culture and technological
adoption due to the ongoing situation have learned to iterate, adapt and

Workplace Strategy Transformation Services

overcome. This has led to new ways of increasing both productivity and
engagement for employees.

Managed Digital Workplace Services – Large Accounts

Managed Digital Workplace Services – Midmarket

While ISG had equated the term “future of work” with “digital
workplace,” the pandemic has led to an understanding that the
future of work is more than just technology and support functions

Managed Employee Experience Services

performed by enterprise IT functions. ISG’s new Future Workplace
Framework comprises three workplace ecosystems, namely Digital

Managed Future of Work Services - U.S. Public Sector

Workplace, Physical Workplace and Human Workplace, as described in
Source: ISG 2021

the following illustration:
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Definition (cont.)
Fig 2
The heart and soul of the Future Workplace

Digital Workplace

Tech
Changes in where people
work drive technology
and support change.

Physical Workplace

Place

Changes in the tools to
get things done drive
how work is done.

Future Workplace
Framework

Changes in how people interact
and what they need to do drive
changes in where people work.

Human Workplace

Method

Source: ISG
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Definition (cont.)
Scope of the Report
ISG believes that the future ways of working will involve not only enabling digital
technologies for employees irrespective of their location but will also cover aspects

ISG Provider Lens™ studies offer IT-decision makers:



Transparency on the strengths and weaknesses of relevant providers;

employee safety and wellbeing via mechanisms for tracking and checking the



A differentiated positioning of providers by segments;

pandemic spread across workforces will also be an important aspect.



Focus on different markets, including major regions and vertical industries;

This desired state of future workplace will differ and have specific nuances for



Provider balance between technology provision and workplace consultancy.

of human empathy and will drive culture. Smart physical workplaces that ensure

different markets, but the requirements will generally revolve around a few key
themes. In each market, client expectations will involve establishing relationships
with service providers that offer future workplace strategy transformation services
such as cultural enablement and office-vs.-remote workforce planning. Clients
will also partner with service providers that can manage and support the entire

Our study serves as the basis for important decision-making in terms of positioning, key
relationships and go-to-market considerations. ISG advisors and enterprise clients also
use information from these reports to evaluate their existing vendor relationships and
potential engagements.

workplace technology ecosystem for remote employees, while also managing and
measuring the experience of both in-office and remote workers. At a global level, the
pandemic has led enterprises to invest in workplace technologies that can secure
user identity, data and devices, provide unified collaboration and communication
irrespective of location, and enhance digital dexterity and productivity. ISG expects
this to continue in the coming years.
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Provider Classifications
The provider position reflects the suitability of IT providers for a defined market



segment (quadrant). Without further additions, the position always applies to all
company sizes classes and industries. In case the IT service requirements from
enterprise customers differ and the spectrum of IT providers operating in the local
market is sufficiently wide, a further differentiation of the IT providers by performance

Midmarket: Companies with 100 to 4,999 employees or revenues between US$20 million and
US$999 million with central headquarters in the respective country, usually privately owned.



Large Accounts: Multinational companies with 5,000 or more employees or revenue above
US$1 billion, with activities worldwide and globally distributed decision-making structures.

is made according to the target group for products and services. In doing so, ISG
either considers the industry requirements or the number of employees, as well as the
corporate structures of customers and positions IT providers according to their focus
area. As a result, ISG differentiates them, if necessary, into two client target groups that
are defined as follows:
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Provider Classifications
The ISG Provider Lens™ quadrants are created using an evaluation matrix containing four segments (Leader, Product & Market Challenger and Contender), and the providers are positioned
accordingly.

Leader

Product
Challenger

Market
Challenger

Contender

Leaders have a comprehensive

Product Challengers offer a product

Market Challengers have a strong

Contenders offer services and

product and service offering,

and service portfolio that reflect

presence in the market and offer a

products meeting the evaluation

a strong market presence and

excellent service and technology

significant edge over other vendors

criteria that qualifies them to be

established competitive position.

stacks. These providers and vendors

and providers based on competitive

included in the IPL quadrant. These

The product portfolios and

deliver an unmatched broad and

strength. Often, Market Challengers

promising service providers or

competitive strategies of Leaders

deep range of capabilities. They

are the established and well-known

vendors show evidence of rapidly

are strongly positioned to win

show evidence of investing to

vendors in the regions or vertical

investing in products/ services and

business in the markets covered

enhance their market presence and

markets covered in the study.

follow sensible market approach

by the study. The Leaders also

competitive strengths.

with a goal of becoming a Product

represent innovative strength and

or Market Challenger within 12 to

competitive stability.

18 months.
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Introduction

Provider Classifications (cont.)
Each ISG Provider Lens™ quadrant may include a service provider(s) which ISG believes has strong potential to move into the Leader quadrant. This type of provider can be classified as a Rising
Star. Number of providers in each quadrant: ISG rates and positions the most relevant providers according to the scope of the report for each quadrant and limits the maximum of providers per
quadrant to 25 (exceptions are possible).

Rising Star

Not In

Rising Stars have promising portfolios or the market experience to

The service provider or vendor was not included in

become a Leader, including the required roadmap and adequate

this quadrant. Among the possible reasons for this

focus on key market trends and customer requirements. Rising Stars

designation: ISG could not obtain enough information

also have excellent management and understanding of the local

to position the company; the company does not provide

market in the studied region. These vendors and service providers

the relevant service or solution as defined for each

give evidence of significant progress toward their goals in the last

quadrant of a study; or the company did not meet the

12 months. ISG expects Rising Stars to reach the Leader quadrant

eligibility criteria for the study quadrant. Omission from

within the next 12 to 24 months if they continue their delivery of

the quadrant does not imply that the service provider

above-average market impact and strength of innovation.

or vendor does not offer or plan to offer this service or
solution.
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Future of Work – Services and Solutions - Quadrant Provider Listing 1 of 1
Digital Workplace Services - U.S.
Public Sector
Accenture

4

Leader

ActioNet

4

Contender

Atos

4

BCG

Digital Workplace Services - U.S.
Public Sector
IBM

4

Leader

Infosys

4

Product Challenger

Product Challenger

KPMG

4

Leader

4

Product Challenger

Leidos

4

Leader

Bell Techlogix

4

Product Challenger

McKinsey

4

Market Challenger

Capgemini

4

Product Challenger

NTT DATA

4

Product Challenger

Cognizant

4

Market Challenger

PwC

4

Leader

Deloitte

4

Market Challenger

TCS

4

Product Challenger

Digital Workplace Group

4

Leader

Unisys

4

Leader

General Dynamics

4

Market Challenger

Wipro

4

Product Challenger

HCL

4

Leader

Zensar

4

Rising Star
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MANAGED FUTURE OF WORK
SERVICES – U.S. PUBLIC SECTOR

Managed Future of Work Services – U.S. Public Sector

Definition
This quadrant evaluates service providers that offer professional and
transformation-oriented consulting for the future of work ― digital
workplace guidance, development, improvement, management
and extension ― to the U.S. public sector. These providers offer
workplace strategy formulation, design the post-pandemic
workplace architecture and help create roadmaps for the required
transformation. These services are an essential part of digital
workplace offerings and are offered independent of the associated
technology and managed services. These providers also assist U.S.
public sector clients in transforming operating models and enabling
required organizational changes.
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Managed Future of Work Services – U.S. Public Sector

MANAGED FUTURE OF WORK
SERVICES – U.S. PUBLIC SECTOR
Eligibility Criteria

Observations



Ability to provide consulting and workplace assessment services that

Managed service providers are continuously developing and enhancing their capabilities in

are independent of the associated managed services and offering a

consulting and strategy services to improve their positioning. This quadrant is an evolved

vendor-neutral approach for assessing the best technology partner

version of the Digital Workplace Consulting quadrant that ISG released last year for the U.S. It



Define and visualize the post-pandemic workplace environment,
covering areas such as workforce segmentation into remote and





includes specific elements of enabling remote work and preparing clients to transition to the
hybrid work model.

in-office workers, uberization of the workforce, innovative talent

Providers positioned as Contenders in this quadrant have strong service implementation

models and cultural adoption, while also enhancing end-user

capabilities and must further develop their portfolios to be viewed as strategic partners for the

experience

future of work model and showcase enough U.S. client examples for the same.

Include technology adoption and change management services in

The Product Challengers have strong consulting, benchmarking and business-outcome-oriented

the consulting portfolio

service capabilities, although not many clients engage with them for their strategy services.

Ability to offer solutions to address employee empathy and well-

Market Challengers in this space are well-positioned in the U.S. for workplace strategy services,

being is an added advantage

although they must further develop their offerings to address post-pandemic induced changes

Ability to provide physical workplace related services for safe
in-person collaboration is an asset

in organizations’ future of work models.
Leaders in this quadrant provide comprehensive consulting and benchmarking, along with
strong client case stories, for workplace strategy consulting services as explained below:

13
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Managed Future of Work Services – U.S. Public Sector

MANAGED FUTURE OF WORK
SERVICES – U.S. PUBLIC SECTOR
Observations (cont.)


Accenture offers a strong balance between future of work consulting



services, advanced technology delivery and ability to scale.



Digital Workplace Group is the only dedicated provider in the

needs and are looking for a technology and solution provider to deliver high-grade security.



quadrant with a 20-year track record of digital workplace strategic
services and technology provision.



ensure high-quality employee experience, whether remote or in office.



IBM leverages a compelling public sector IT legacy along with

PwC’s extensive public sector expertise combines with a pragmatic, business-improvement
digital workplace services approach built on communication and collaboration.



HCL takes a dedicated consulting approach to workplace
transformation, leveraging experience level agreements (XLAs) to

Leidos is a suitable partner for public sector organizations that understand their strategic

Unisys has extended its managed digital workplace services to cover a range of remote
operations and strategic transformation services.



Zensar (Rising Star) offers a complete, balanced, secure and innovative portfolio of
user-contextualized digital workplace services for government agencies and other public
sector clients.

consulting and technology services across the full range of remote and
in-office workplaces, including robust services in cybersecurity and
service virtualization.



KPMG has a century of experience in consulting with U.S. public sector
clients and has extended its digital transformation portfolio to cover
the full range of managed digital workplace services.
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Managed Future of Work Services – U.S. Public Sector

UNISYS
Overview
Headquartered in Pennsylvania, U.S, Unisys reports 17,000 employees, accruing $2 billion in revenue through
81 office locations in 30 countries through FY 2021. With experience in public sector IT since its inception, Unisys
offers transformation advisory services, which include Unified-Communications-as-a-Service (UCaaS) consulting,
workplace transformation, digital workspace (DWS) advisory, DWS adoption, experience design and persona
discovery and design. Unisys also partners with external consulting organizations that are aligned with its digital
workplace vision. Unisys’ workplace strategy transformation services focus on the enterprise user journey,
effectively addressing a client’s remote working needs.

Caution
Unisys is well positioned in the Leaders quadrant, but would benefit considerably by
improving and expanding its consulting expertise. Acquisitions and partnerships will
somewhat alleviate this concern.

Strengths
Emphasis on employee experience in a workplace: Unisys believes that the success of a digital workplace
reflects employee engagement and satisfaction with available technologies and services. User experience,
work performance, and tech interfaces and integration are core to Unisys’ digital workplace strategy. XLAs are
emphasized, as is the need to anticipate workers’ needs and expectations as an organization changes over time.
Acquisitions to enhance the digital workplace portfolio and expand market share: The acquisition of Unify
Square adds to Unisys’ Digital Workplace Service business by enhancing its UCaaS capabilities ― which are
critical for enabling and improving collaboration and communication in digital environments.
Change management streamlines digital transitions: Unisys’ approach to digital workplace transformation
emphasizes organizational and process change management consulting to identify and handle the key cultural,
operational and role changes induced by transformation initiatives.

2021 ISG Provider Lens™ Leader
Unisys’ long legacy of public sector IT innovation
with strong digital workplace vision and delivery
capabilities position it strongly compared with
other Leaders in this space.
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METHODOLOGY
The research study “ISG Provider Lens™ 2021 Managed Future of Work Services U.S. Public Sector” analyzes the relevant software vendors/service providers in the
U.S. market, based on a multi-phased research and analysis process, and positions
these providers based on the ISG Research methodology.
The study was divided into the following steps:

1.

Definition of Managed Future of Work Services - U.S. Public Sector market

2.

Use of questionnaire-based surveys of service providers/vendor across all
trend topics

3.

Interactive discussions with service providers/vendors on capabilities
& use cases

4.

Leverage ISG’s internal databases & advisor knowledge & experience
(wherever applicable)

5.

Detailed analysis & evaluation of services & service documentation based
on the facts & figures received from providers & other sources.

6.

Use of the following key evaluation criteria:

−
−
−
−
−
−

Strategy & vision
Innovation
Brand awareness and presence in the market
Sales and partner landscape
Breadth and depth of portfolio of services offered
Technology advancements
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